95G2E
GAS FURNACES

CONSISTENT
TEMPERATURES.
CONSISTENTLY
EFFICIENT OPERATION.

SOLID TECHNOLOGY MAKES
YOUR DECISION EVEN EASIER.
Ducane™ takes the guesswork out of heating
and air conditioning. The equipment we make
is built with quality materials, and based on
reliable, time-tested designs that optimize
performance and energy efficiency. When you
go with Ducane, it’s the right choice every time.

SOME DECISIONS ARE TOUGH. THIS ONE ISN’T.
When you consider Ducane systems, quality and value are givens. You’re
getting peace of mind with great features and smart designs that squeeze
more efficiency out of every energy dollar. And best of all, you get it right now.

A Constant Torque motor delivers consistent, efficient performance.
The Constant Torque motor inside the Ducane 95G2E provides even, consistent airflow, which contributes to steadier
temperatures. But the benefits don’t end there. It also uses about half the energy of a traditional PSC motor, helping make
the 95G2E ENERGY STAR® qualified. The 95G2E may also qualify for federal, state and utility incentives, so you can see
savings right away.

Over the years, a hardworking Ducane furnace
can save you hundreds of dollars on utility bills.

95%

EFFICIENCY

$2157
$1517

$952
$449

Versus
90%

Versus
85%

Versus
80%

Versus
75%

Savings vary depending on use, geography, lifestyle, maintenance, installation and other
factors. Chart depicts 5-year savings over less-efﬁcient models.

Two-stage heating delivers
superior warmth.
Conventional furnaces can only operate
at one speed regardless of heating
need. But the 95G2E furnace can
operate at two different levels of heat
output, allowing it to efficiently match
the heating demands in your home.

THE FULL-FEATURED DUCANE™ 95G2E IS
THE RIGHT CHOICE, RIGHT NOW.
• 95% AFUE* means 95% of your fuel is turned into
usable heat, for savings all winter long

• Two-stage gas valve adjusts fuel usage based
on heating demand to optimize energy usage

• 10-year limited warranty on parts and a limited lifetime
warranty on the heat exchanger (with registration)**
mean comfort with lasting peace of mind

• Robust aluminized steel heat exchanger is crimped,
not welded, for long life and safety

• Constant Torque motor maintains steady airflow for more
even temperatures, while using around half of the energy
of a conventional blower motor

• ENERGY STAR® qualification means efficient
operation all year and the added incentive of
possible federal, state and utility tax breaks

*Like the miles-per-gallon rating on your automobile, the higher the AFUE rating, the lower your fuel costs. All furnaces manufactured today must meet at least
78% AFUE. If your furnace is 10–15 years old, it probably falls below the current minimum and wastes energy.
**Applies to residential applications only. For terms, conditions and exclusions, see full warranty at alliedair.com.

MAKE THE DUCANE DECISION
FOR IMMEDIATE RELIEF AND
LONG-LASTING COMFORT.
When you think about everything Ducane delivers,
your decision is no decision at all. Don’t wait to get
comfortable. The performance and reliability you want
are right here, and ready to go to work.
Ducane. It’s the right choice. Right now.

®

®

Due to our policy of
continuous improvement,
specifications are subject
to change without notice.

www.ducanehvac.com
1.800.448.5872

Not approved for use in
mobile home applications.
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